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What do you really 
think?
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I know, I know. 
This weekend may 
show us a new future. 
And next week may 
show us a different 
show. ...

The 3rd CMO awards 
recognises brave and 
brilliant marketers who 
deserve fame too...

The Malaysia Chief 
Marketing Officers 

(CMO) Awards 
is back.

In a recent R3 survey, 63% of senior 
marketers in Asia Pacific expect to move 
budgets from traditional to digital in the 
next 12 months...

15
When It Comes to Digital, 
How Much Is Enough? In my book Advertising 

For Skeptics I suggested 
that one of the reasons 
our industry is not 
taken as seriously...

Eight 
Principles
of Brand 
Marketing
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“I AM A FIRM 
BELIEVER IN 
TORTURING THE DATA 
TILL IT CONFESSES!”Bala Pomaleh 
CEO, Mediabrands Malaysia

“THERE WAS A BATTLE 
IN TANDUO, TAWAU. JETS 
WERE SENT TO BOMB 
THE VILLAGERS’ PALM 
TREES DESTROYING THEIR 
PLANTATION. LATER TANKS 
ENTERED VILLAGES TO GO 
TO WAR WITH CHICKENS 
AND DOGS. BUT WHEN THE 
13TH GENERAL ELECTION 
WAS OVER, THERE WAS NO 
WAR.”Ex-Tourism Minister Datuk 
Mohamaddin Haji Ketapi who 
allegedly said (sarcastically) that 
the terrorist intrusion in Lahad 
Datu in 2013 was a farce. He later 
apologised. 

“ADVERTISING IS 85% 
CONFUSION AND 15% 
COMMISSION.”Comedian Fred Allen
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EDITOR’S NOTE

What do you really 
think?

I know, I know. 

This weekend may show us a 
new future. 

And next week may show us a 
different show. 

The news content cycle is in 
overdrive with the changing 
politics. 

But have you realised every 
conversation is about the same 
thing? 

How we recycle what we 
know and tell people what they 
already know?

How knowing everything 
can make us very boring 
conversationalists? 

How we relish in repetition, 
rather than forward discourse? 

Like everyone else, I feel lost 
with all that is going on. 

So don’t tell me what you 
know; tell me what you really 
think. 

Meantime, allow me to ramble 
about things I know for sure…

I know we will live under the 
infectious shadow of COVID-19 
till end 2021.  

I know the World Health 
Organization has said the 
coronavirus may never go away.  

I know e-commerce will keep 
flourishing and fishing for my 
money. 

I know I am running out of 
money. 

I know my newspaper vendor 
will deliver less newspapers 
every day. 

I know tech giants will keep 
having a hidden hand in political 
destinies. 
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I know Nando’s will never let 
me down.  

I know young people in our 
industry try really hard to shine. 

I know they don’t really know 
how much I believe in them. 

I know everybody wants 
everything for free. 

I know I live in a world of 
disbelief where lies lie in wait. 

I know the really good people 
in our industry don’t number 
more than 100. 

I know real writers are hard to 
find. 

I know Ted Lim can write 
funny. 

I know Anwar hijacked my 

attention this week. 

I know I have more friends 
than enemies.  

I know I have just written a 
click bait headline for this piece. 

I know someone will think 
I have just written a click bait 
headline. 

I know they don’t know that 
advertising headlines are click 
bait. 

I know I can keep writing  
“I knows” forever. 

But you can’t wait...  
to know what Anwar is doing! 

Respectfully, 
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LETTER TO EDITOR

I have been in lockdown 
since March 28 in Cebu City, 
Philippines. 

As a roving professional 
photographer, this has been 
very challenging for my creative 
energies. 

Every Friday your copy 
of WEEKENDER arrives via 
WhatsApp and makes for some 
good reading over the weekend. 

I saw the Netflix movie The 
Social Dilemma, thanks to VPN, 
and your cover feature last 
Friday gave me lots to think 
about. 

It is true that advertising is 
falsely accused for everything 

that is wrong with social media. 
And machine-heads are easily 

forgiven with their one-word 
excuse: algorithm. 

Stay safe, and send my best to 
all Malaysian readers. 

Till we meet again Ham... 
probably in Jakarta!  
Steffen Billhardt 

Add sports into 
the music
Client: Huawei
Agency: Grey

mailto:photo@billhardtphotography.com
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The Malaysian Chief 
Marketing Officers (CMO) 
Awards is back. 

marketingmagazine.com.my/cmo2020

The 3rd CMO awards recognises 
brave and brilliant marketers who 
deserve fame too. A CMO is also 
defined as GM of Marketing, A&P, 
Marketing Director, Group Marketing 
Director or simply a leader in 
marketing’s quest for excellence.

Gold awards will be given out 
across 20 categories and 12 sub 
categories with the penultimate 
accolade the Malaysian CMO of the 
Year 2020 – the rare black trophy! 

Closing Date for nominations is 
October 20 so start collating your 
nomination info now. Click here to 
enter.

Across the following pages, meet 
our 7 eminent judges who will decide 
the winners following performance-
based criteria like business results, 
team leadership, case studies and peer 
recognition….  

They are invited based on their 
maturity in business thinking, 
marketing acumen and managerial 
successes.

https://marketingmagazine.com.my/cmo2020/
https://marketingmagazine.com.
https://marketingmagazine.com.my/cmo2020/
https://marketingmagazine.com.my/cmo2020/
https://marketingmagazine.com.my/cmo2020/
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Prof. John D Chacko 
President, International 
Advertising Association (IAA) 
Malaysia 

John is not just an industry 
leader  but actively carries our 
country’s flag proudly around 
the globe in his capacity as 
Chairman & CEO of IAA World 
Congress in 2022. He was also 
the inaugural Chief Judge of 
the Malaysia Effie Awards 
and led the CMO Awards 
jury last year. He has over 35 
years of global experience in 
multinational FMCG companies 
across Australia, NZ, UK, Africa, 
Middle East, Latin America and 
Asia with brands like Kraft, 
Coca-Cola and McDonald’s. 
John was also Group CMO, 
CEO/MD of Khazanah National 
subsidiaries – Proton and 
LeapED. 

https://marketingmagazine.com.
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Dato Sri Shazalli Ramly 
Founder – Small Business 
Revenue Creation Consultant

A brand warrior par excellence 
he went on to lead so many 
companies in the regional 
corporate landscape. He has 
the mind of a creative person 
and the tenacity of a brand 
champion, having painted 
a rich tapestry of leadership 
across media, broadcast, brand, 
advertising, marketing and 
industry. His last company 
position was Group CEO of 
Telekom Malaysia and served on 
several boards including Axiata, 
Celcom and Malaysia Airlines. 
He was a judge for the inaugural 
Malaysian CMO Awards. 

https://marketingmagazine.com.
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May Lim 
Managing Director (Asia)  
The Arnott’s Group 

May is a feisty business leader 
with an illustrious history in 
the FMCG industry. Skilled 
in strategic planning, sales, 
marketing, supply chain and 
change management, she has an 
equally accomplished streak in 
business and finance. Following 
the divestiture of Campbell’s 
International business last year, 
and now called The Arnott’s 
Group, May spearheads the 
Group’s leadership in Asia. Her 
experience spans across global 
brands like Heinz, Lee Kum Kee 
and more. Her welcome addition 
to the CMO Awards jury this 
year signals the high standards 
the judging panel represents.

https://marketingmagazine.com.
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Renzo C Viegas 
Founder and Executive Director 
Crescer Sdn Bhd 

Renzo was CEO of Group 
Consumer Banking at CIMB after 
serving as Executive Director 
and Deputy CEO of CIMB Group 
from 2012-2015. Before CIMB, he 
was Deputy MD of RHB Bank 
having started his working career 
with Citibank in 1985 where 
he progressively held senior 
positions in various Asia Pacific 
countries including regional 
responsibilities. He also served 
as Adviser to the Group CEO 
of CIMB Bank, where he was 
responsible for the development 
of overall business strategies 
until March 2019.  
A highly-sought after 
management consultant, Renzo 
also sits on the Board of Astro 
Malaysia Holdings.

https://marketingmagazine.com.
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Karen Chan 
CEO, AirAsia.com

Karen is a rare business navigator 
in our midst. She served in 
regional marketing leadership 
roles for The McDonald’s Group 
and Coca-Cola, before becoming 
Chief Digital Officer for Pizza 
Hut Asia Pacific for almost three 
years. Karen was also Senior VP 
of Digital for Clarks across Asia 
Pacific Middle East and Africa 
before joining AirAsia as Group 
Chief Commercial Officer last 
year. She started this year as CEO 
of AirAsia.com, leading business 
transformation and creating a 
travel and lifestyle platform that 
is poised to change the face of the 
business. Karen continues to lead 
with the humane touch through 
the COVID crisis with real-time 
innovation strategies that are 
breaking new ground in current 
times. 

https://marketingmagazine.com.
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Dato’ William Ng 
President, Enterprise Asia 

William is President of Enterprise 
Asia, a regional non-governmental 
organisation for entrepreneurship 
and is set to establish the Enterprise 
Asia Center for Entrepreneurship 
at HELP University to promote 
business leadership. He is also 
Group Publisher and editor-in-chief 
of Business Media International 
(BMI), Southeast Asia’s largest 
business-to-business media 
owner and publisher. He is the 
founder of SME magazine which 
features current news and in-depth 
analysis plus the annual SME 
business awards and conferences. 
A seasoned CMO Awards 
judge since year one, William 
dissects marketing strategies 
and marketplace successes with 
a pragmatic business mindset. 
A little know fact is, he also 
owns three Frozen outlets that sell 
artisanal ice cream in different 
varieties. 

https://marketingmagazine.com.
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Surina Shukri 
CEO, Malaysia Digital Economy 
Corporation (MDEC)

Surina decided to give it all up 
at the Big Apple and return to 
serve our country in January 
2019 as CEO of Malaysia Digital 
Economy Corporation (MDEC). 
She has 17 years of Wall Street 
experience where she honed her 
skills advising on multi-billion 
dollar mergers and acquisitions, 
capital raising transactions, 
and served as a member of the 
Commercial Banking Executive 
Committee at JP Morgan Chase 
& Co. She went to The Wharton 
School and the University of 
Pennsylvania where she received 
dual degrees in Finance and 
Systems Engineering. Today, she 
is a female role-model powering 
Malaysia’s digital development 
agenda.

https://marketingmagazine.com.
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COST MANAGEMENT

When It Comes to 
Digital, How Much

Is Enough?

By Greg Paull
Co-founder and Principal, R3

In a recent R3 survey, 63% 
of senior marketers in Asia 
Pacific expect to move budgets 
from traditional to digital in 
the next 12 months. 46% are 
moving budgets from offline to 
e-commerce. 

With digital the mainstay 
for not only leisure and 
entertainment, but retail, health, 
education, and now even work, 
the debate around how much 
marketers should shift their 
budgets online is alive and well. 

Is “more” better?  And if the 
answer is “yes,” how much is 
enough?

The focus on driving business 
results as opposed to brand 
building is the argument for 
digital. Reduced revenue 
targets caused by falling levels 
of disposable income and 
consumer spend makes “nice to 
see” campaigns a luxury only 
the biggest budgets can afford. 
Digital is a medium where every 
click, impression and pathway 
leaves a trail. As such, the goal 
post has shifted away from 
intangible goals to checkout. 

With this in mind, we believe 
there are some important steps 
marketers should go through to 
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optimize their investment.

1) Start with the consumer AND 
your competition

Good ideas can come 
from anywhere. Studying the 
success of competitors and non-
competing category leaders 
can provide informative and 
actionable insights which brands 
can use to transform their 
approach to digital channels and 
content. You don’t know what 
you don’t know. Looking outside 
for better ways to leverage digital 
channels can help avoid costly 
mistakes or spot innovative 
approaches.

2) Find a partner, not a 
concubine

We’re helping several 
marketers right now identify 
more strategic digital agency 
partners. While it’s tempting 
to test out different agencies on 
projects, you will get a far better 
return by running a rigorous 
review to find a true partner, and 
then leveraging their strategic 
talent on a long-term basis – 
with the usual set of checks and 
balances in place for risk and 
reward. In this way, you’ll get 
better attention from agency 
senior management and better 
insights and long-term plans, not 
quick fixes.  

3) Digital is not just a percent of 
media spend

It seems everyone in the 
industry is obsessed with this 
line of debate. Where is the right 
balance?  For some of this, you 
can rely on your media agency 
and their analysis, but the truth 
is, you need a more over-arching 
digital strategy than just as a 
percent of media. Firstly, in 
terms of word of mouth, the 
medium is unmatched. In terms 
of corporate communications, 
there’s significant potential 
for reputation management. 

.... Studying the 
success of competitors 
and non-competing 
category leaders can 
provide informative 
and actionable insights 
which brands can 
use to transform their 
approach to digital 
channels and content. 
You don’t know what 
you don’t know...
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Most loyalty programs are now 
digitally led. The real question 
is not looking at your spend as 
a percent of media, but rather, 
is your business as a core 
philosophy truly aligned on 
digital principles? Digital is a 
way of life, not just a media plan. 

4) Sales is no more the metric for 
digital than it is for TV

There’s still pushback in terms 
of ROI by marketers. It makes 
us wonder how much money 
would actually get spent on TV 
if the only core metric was sales. 
Again, the critical thing here is 
to establish the right metrics and 
build enhanced measurement 
tools over time. It’s easy, for 
example, to set up pre and post 
online research with exposed 
consumers and measure the 
impact as specific campaign has 

had on brand understanding 
and brand health. There are 
also plenty of general campaign 
metrics that can be benchmarked 
and analyzed over time. 

One over-arching thing in 
all of this is training.  Training 
within the digital agency to 
keep abreast of the technology. 
Training with the marketers 
to get better insights and 
knowledge – and training by 
the digital agency with the other 
agency partners (creative, media 
and PR agencies) to lower the 
barrier and fear factor to their 
role. The best marketers and their 
partners are doing this already. 
Are you?

Greg Paull is Principal and Co-
founder of R3, a global independent 
consultancy focused on driving 
transformation for marketers and 
their agencies. www.rthree.com

http://www.rthree.com
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In my book Advertising For 
Skeptics I suggested that one of 
the reasons our industry is not 
taken as seriously as it might be 
is that we are lacking in enduring 
principles.

Medicine has the germ 
theory of disease; geology has 
plate tectonics; biology has 
natural selection. What are our 
foundational principles?

If there are any, I'm not aware 
of them. Mostly, the marketing 

Eight Principles
of Brand Marketing

and advertising industries seem 
to steer clear of principles in 
favour of bouncing around from 
fixation to fixation.

To be fair, it is more difficult 
to develop abiding principles 
in social sciences like ours than 
in “hard” sciences. It’s simply 
not acceptable or possible to 
do certain types of experiments 
on people. On the other hand, 
we ought to have at least a few 
things we can all agree on.

https://www.bobhoffmanswebsite.com
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B085T5V6NC/ref=sr_1_2?crid=VB2TIBVHF5AE&keywords=advertising+for+skeptics&qid=1583971512&s=digital-text&sprefix=Advertising+For+,digital-text,213&sr=1-2
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B085T5V6NC/ref=sr_1_2?crid=VB2TIBVHF5AE&keywords=advertising+for+skeptics&qid=1583971512&s=digital-text&sprefix=Advertising+For+,digital-text,213&sr=1-2
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The essence of a principle 
is simplicity, universality, and 
specificity. It must be clear, broad 
enough to be comprehensive, yet 
specific enough to help us make 
everyday decisions.

I've decided to try my hand at 
fashioning some basic principles 
of brand marketing. I am not 
going to argue for, or explain 

any of these principles. You may 
accept or reject them. Rather 
than force feed you the rationale 
for each of them, I am hoping 
you will take some time to think 
about them.

While individually some 
of these principles may be re-
statements of the thoughts of 
others, as a whole I think they 
are substantially different from 
anything you’re likely to find 
in a marketing or advertising 
textbook. You might think this 
an extraordinarily arrogant 
approach for someone who’s 
never even taken a course in 
marketing or advertising, and 
has written more books on 
the subjects than he’s read. 
And you’re probably right. 
Nonetheless, trouble is my 
business -- so here we go.

Eight Principles Of Brand 
Marketing

1. Everything about 
brand marketing is 
contingent. There is 
no black and white, no 
‘always’ or ‘never.’ There 
are only likelihoods and 
probabilities.

2. “All the money in the 
world spent on feelin’ 
good." ** People buy things 

.... It’s simply not 
acceptable or possible 
to do certain types of 
experiments on people. 
On the other hand, we 
ought to have at least 
a few things we can all 
agree on...

https://www.bobhoffmanswebsite.com
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they believe will make them 
feel good. Whether they 
are buying soda, a dress, a 
cell phone, a car, or a house 
there is an unconscious 
calculation: Which of these 
options will make me feel 
best per dollar?

3. The most fundamental 
objective of brand 
marketing is to achieve 
fame. Fame is an unequaled 
business advantage.

4. Advertising is the most 
expensive, but most reliable 
way to achieve fame. There 
are many ways to achieve 
fame. Advertising is the only 
one you can buy your way 
into.

5. Successful brands 
have elements of 
singularity. There are 
novel characteristics of all 
successful brands that are 
immediately recognizable.

6. It is more important to 
create brand preference 
than brand love. Most of the 
people who buy a product 
do not “love” it and never 
will. Spend your time and 
money accordingly.

7. It is wiser to target 
too broadly than too 

narrowly. Suppositions 
about who our customers 
are are usually simplistic 
and often wrong.

8. All advertising is brand 
advertising. Every ad will 
create an impression of your 
brand regardless of your 
intent.

These are ideas I’ve evolved 
as a result of spending way too 
much time thinking about this 
stuff. They're the best I can do. 
They may seem odd in relation 
to the literature we usually read 
about brand marketing, but that 
doesn’t mean they’re wrong. I 
hope they’re helpful. 

Bob Hoffman is author of five 
Amazon #1 selling books about 
advertising. He also writes the 
almost-weekly Ad Contrarian 
Newsletter.

.... They may seem odd in 
relation to the literature 
we usually read about 
brand marketing, 
but that doesn’t mean 
they’re wrong...

https://www.bobhoffmanswebsite.com
https://www.bobhoffmanswebsite.com/writing
https://www.bobhoffmanswebsite.com/writing
http://createsend.com/t/d-3080D717261B9C332540EF23F30FEDED
http://createsend.com/t/d-3080D717261B9C332540EF23F30FEDED
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SHOWCASE

Ouigo, a French low-cost high-speed train service, cleverly shows 
the distress of traffic jams to promote themselves as a smarter alternative. 

Client: Ouigo Agency: Rosapark
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